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« To be a surrealist means
barring from your mind all 

remembrance of what you have 
seen, and being always on the 

lookout for what has never been. »

René Magritte,  « Beautiful realities »  , 1962. 

or « creative » 
or « a genius »



Workshop g     als
The Belgian painter René Magritte represented a simple 
apple in an extraordinary way. Like him, how might
teachers or parents (and facilitators!) stimulate
extraordinary skills by using ordinary objects? And what
would other famous geniuses suggest if they had to ‘teach’ 
creativity with… an apple ? This playful workshop invites 
participants to experiment with everyday objects like some
major geniuses would.  

We will conclude with a comprehensive vision of “creative
education”. Creative geniuses embody the four basic skills
that should be central in every curriculum : curiosity –
imagination – critical sense – determination. We will see
how to structure a workshop or lesson by following these
four steps; and how to formulate stimulating challenges in 
the most simple way, by combining freedom and constraint.  

3 things you will do in this session

• Discover how geniuses embody specific creative
skills

• Experiment with a set of activities based on these
skills, using everyday objects

• Gain insights about the links between learning and 
creative skills

In the following pages you will find a few games
based on this workshop theme : « the apple ». 

Try them, then invent your own! 



Be curious

• Take notes like Leonardo DA VINCI : 
• Draw the apple with your left hand (large format !!), then note (with your left hand 

still) 7 things that surprise you about this apple

• Observe like Alexander FLEMING : 
• Take a close look at the apple and point at 7 details that make this apple unique

• Ask yourself questions like Charles DARWIN : 
• Formulate at least 7 questions (of which you ignore the answer!) about apples
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• See things differently like Charlie CHAPLIN : 
• You are an apple. Describe the 7 changes you saw in the world in the last 7 

years, from your »apple » point of view. 

• Find order in disorder like Dmitri MENDELEEV : 
• Take 7 random objects in the room. Find a reason why each of them could fall

into the same category as an « apple »

• Head for the unknown like Christopher COLUMBUS :
• Search the net for 7 things you didn’t know about apples

• Make links like BUFFON : 
• What do an apple and a chair have in common? (name at least 7 similarities !)

• Map your ideas like YOUR BRAIN : 
• Make a mindmap of an « apple ». Think wide. 

• Dare to be different like Salvador DALI : 
• Think of 7 crazy,stupid or  provocative things you could do with an apple.

• Make a change like HERACLITUS: 
• Schedule an « apple week ». Think of one thing to do with an « apple » everyday

of the week, that would refresh and nourish your life at work, at home, with
friends…



Be IMAGINATIVE

• Consider several answers like Thomas EDISON: 
• Make 7 genuinely different photographs of an apple

• Imagine the impossible like John LENNON: 
• Formulate at least 7 ambitious « what if » including the word « apple(s) ». 

• Be inspired by nature like Antonio GAUDI: 
• Imagine a house like no other – inspired by an apple. 

Start by mentioning 7 things that come to your mind when you think about 
« apples ». Then make forced connections: use all 7 words to design a 
house where you would dream to live.
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• Think outside the box like Igor STRAVINSKY : 
• Using your voice, an apple and (if you want) other objects in the room, create a 

piece of « apple music ». Please deconstruct the usual melody, lyrics and rhythm
of mainstream songs.

• Turn things on their head like Nicolaus COPERNICUS : 
• Starting from what apples usually have in common, imagine 7 unusual apples

that could become a « hit » on the market

• Try combinations like Johannes GUTENBERG :
• What could you do with an apple and a chair?  Name at least 7 ideas.

• Be inspired by the past like Pablo PICASSO : 
• Using oil pastels, transform copies of old images to make « apples » appear.

• Make the ordinary extraordinary like René MAGRITTE: 
• Create visual « bisociations » by combining an apple and another image. A 

bisociation is the creative combination of two elements that are usually remote.

• Visualize like Albert EINSTEIN : 
• Relax. On your inner « screen » pick an apple and transform its colour, size, 

shape; turn it around; become a worm and get inside the apple. Make tunnels…

• Trust your subconscious like Sigmund FREUD : 
• Write a sensual letter to the apple: a personal message full of desire.



Be DETERMINED

• Create constantly like Marcel PROUST : 
• Identify a childhood memory  related to « apples ». Try to remember every

detail. Write a very long sentence about it (7 lines long)

• Have big plans like Martin LUTHER KING : 
• How could we make the world better… with apples? Brainstorm along the 3 

levels of the idea ladder: earth (easy, quick-win ideas) – mountain
(ambitious, yet feasible ideas) – sky (impossible but very insping ideas)

• Work methodically like Agatha CHRISTIE : 
• Imagine criminal cases where the apple is (either) : the victim – the murderer

– the motive – the weapon – the crime scene – the punishment for the guilty
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• Persevere like Vincent VAN GOGH : 
• Think of 7 reasons why an apple could ruin your life or projects. 

(Then act so as to prevent those catastrophies from happening!

• Work in a team like Walt DISNEY : 
• Imagine a divergence technique named « peel the apple ». 

Write a short description in 7 short phrases / rules

• Use a variety of techniques like Marcel DUCHAMP :
• Prepare a « ready-made » based on an apple: the apple itself, untouched, is the 

work of art. Give it a name and prepare a memorable public presentation – like a 
short act in 7 distinctive moments.

• Know yourself like SOCRATES : 
• This apple is your « identity card ». Present yourself and explain why this apple is

so much like you (identifiy 7 characteristics).



Creative skills are similar…
Creative geniuses (scientists, artists, writers…) 
were able to revolutionize their field because
they developed 4 essential skills : 

CURIOSITY

To head for the unknown, take notes, observe, 
ask questions, see things differently, find order
in disorder,  make links,  dare to be different, 
make daily changes…

IMAGINATION

To consider several answers, imagine the 
impossible, be inspired by nature, turn things
on their head, try new combinations, make the 
ordinary extraordinary, visualize, trust one’s
subconscious…

CRITICAL SENSE

To be aware of, and anchored in one’s values, 
able to question one’s assumptions, see the 
positive of the negative (and vice-versa), be able 
to evaluate and make choices, articulate reason
and intutition…

DETERMINATION

To have big plans, work and create constantly, 
be disciplined, work methodically, persevere, 
be able to work in a team, use a variety of 
techniques, know oneself… 

Roger Von Oech’s (*) four 
« creative characters » are a 
great metaphor for these skills: 

(*) Roger VON OECH, 
‘A kick in the seat of the pants’
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… to learning skills
Teachers or trainers who want to  stimulate learning must 
develop the same skills within their students. In some school
programs these are called « transversal instrumental skills ». 
Because they are the mental instruments with which one can
learn just anything, in whatever discipline. To learn is to be a…

EXPLORER

To be curious, to observe, ask questions, be hungry for what’s
new, be able to let go with previous knowledge or convictions, 
to define a strategy for research

ARTIST

To be willing to experiment in many ways, by trial and error, 
alone or with peers, to use multiple intelligences, to imagine 
possible answers for one’s questions

JUDGE

To be able to evaluate, then structure the gathered information, 
to develop a comprehensive answer to the initial question, to 
integrate rules and develop a personal discipline of work

CONQUEROR

To communicate what one has learned in a personal and 
convincing way, using all forms of communication, to 
implement the newly acquired knowledge in ‘real life’ 



PERSONAL INSIGHTS

HEAD FOR THE UNKNOWN
LIKE COLUMBUS
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VISUALIZE
like ALBERT EINSTEIN!



Embrace abnormality
like Salvador Dali!



Persevere like Van Gogh



This booklet is inspired by « How to think like an absolute genius » 
(Philippe Brasseur, QED Publishing, 2018). Take inspiration from 26 
of the world’s greatest geniuses from an array of different eras and 
disciplines… and become absolutely awesome at whatever you put 
your mind to.

Bursting with facts, games and activity ideas, this book can be a 
great source of inspiration for facilitators, trainers, teachers - and of 
course for children aged 9-14, who are its primary target audience.

£10.99

9 780711 239845

ISBN 978-0-7112-3984-5

THIS 

BOOK WILL

BLOW YOUR

MIND! 

Be curious! Be imaginative! Be determined!

With this book as a guide, you can become absolutely 
awesome at whatever you put your mind to. Take inspiration 

from 26 of the world’s greatest geniuses from an array of 
diff erent eras and disciplines – learn about their creativity 

and how they trained their brains to invent, create and 
change the world! This book will show you how to think 
backwards like Copernicus, imagine the impossible like 

John Lennon and work in a team like Walt Disney.
 

Bursting with facts, games and activity ideas, 
this book will boost your intelligence and help 

you think like an absolute genius!
 Philippe Brasseur
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Be daring like Dali :

and be inspired

embrace abnormality

Use your imagination
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René Magritte 
The listening chamber, 1958
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